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Abstract
The inability of the Mexican state to effectively fight against organized crime and to counter the territorial control
of entire regions by criminal cartels has led many studies on organized crime in Mexico to new approaches, with
many describing the acts of publicly displayed violence by Mexican cartels as Narco-Terrorism. Concerning the
enhanced military capacity of many cartels and their territorial control, some scholars have also claimed that
Mexico is experiencing a Criminal Insurgency, while others have criticized this classification for its impreciseness
and for the consequences that come with it. Much of this debate continues to focus on the extent to which Mexican
cartels are profit-driven and nonpolitical, or whether they have become politicized over time. Some studies avoid
this controversy by seeing (Narco-)Terrorism as a tactic used by cartels to intimidate politicians and civil society,
to demonstrate strength, and to claim territorial control.
Keywords: Mexico, Narco-Terrorism, Criminal Insurgency, Organized Crime, War on Drugs, Cartels, CDS,
CJNG

Introduction
After abolishing the one-party state of the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) and pushing forward the
process of democratization in 2000, Mexico experienced an unforeseeable rise of organized crime that resulted
in unseen levels of horrific violence against civil society and the state and between the criminal cartels fighting
for dominance to control drug trafficking routes.[1] Several historical developments and geographical prerequisites also led to the surge in criminality that Mexico is experiencing at present. Firstly, Mexico’s geographical
location predestines the country as a drug-trafficking route, since nearly every legal or illegal transfer of goods
from South America to the United States (USA) goes through Mexico.[2] During the Nixon-initiated War
on Drugs, the United States managed to block the Caribbean smuggling routes that were frequently used by
Colombian drug trafficking organizations (DTO) in the 1980s, which led to the relocation of their trafficking
routes through Mexico and then resulted in the tremendous growth of Mexican DTOs.[3] Secondly, also geographically determined, Mexico is split by two massive mountain ranges that reach from the country’s north to
its south and make it difficult to implement policies and enforce the rule of law in many rural areas.[4] This has
contributed to inefficient public services, widespread poverty, drug abuse, and social and political exclusion in
these areas.[5] As people in these regions felt abandoned and saw impunity for crimes due to non-existing or
corrupt law enforcement agencies, it is not surprising that such regions as Michoacán are some of the areas that
are most affected by criminal cartels today.[6]
Cartels already existed before Mexico transitioned to a multi-party system. The PRI-government, military, and
law enforcement were undoubtedly pervaded by corruption, which led to illicit arrangements between state officials and mainly the Sinaloa cartel, but also to a relatively peaceful coexistence between organized crime syndicates and the government.[7] These arrangements were dissolved as the PRI was removed from government
in 2000.[8] Since then, criminal cartels have competed for domination of smuggling routes through Mexico,
but also diversified their criminal activities to arms trading, human trafficking, kidnapping, and extortion.[9]
As organized crime got out of control and increased steadily, the then newly elected President Felipe Calderón
declared in 2006 that his government would fight the cartels with military force.[10] During his eight-year
presidency, the cartels resisted this military approach with success. The battle led to circa 83,000 casualties
between 2006 and 2012.[11] As the violence increased even further after Calderón’s military approach, most
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studies on the topic, as well as most Mexican journalists, concluded that these offensives led to more violence
as the cartels extended their military capacities during this period and committed even more acts of exaggerated brutality in public spaces.[12] As the cartels are still thriving, the death toll does as well, and 2019 sets a
depressing record for the highest homicide rates in Mexico in the 21st century.[13] Some of the biggest cartels
in existence at present are the Sinaloa Cartel, the Cártel Jalisco Nueva Generación (CJNG), the Cártel de Santa
Rosa Lima (CSRL), the Juarez Cartel, the Gulf Cartel, the Los Zetas, the Los Caballeros Templarios Cartel and
the Beltran-Leyva Organization.[14]

Cartel-Related Violence as Narco-Terrorism
Since cartel-related violence in Mexico skyrocketed in the 2000s and 2010s, and the number of casualties rose
tremendously, most cartels have become increasingly brutal, and many journalists, politicians, and researchers
have described the cartels’ use of publicly performed excessive violence as terrorism. This has given rise to an
ongoing debate about the applicability of the concept of terrorism to Mexican cartels. One of the most recent
examples of how this controversy has had an impact on politics was an announcement made by US president
Donald Trump, describing Mexican cartels as terrorist groups.[15] Escalante Gonzalbo discussed in detail in
his article “Narco-terrorismo: la fábrica de la opinion pública”[16] the strategies behind the use of the term
narco-terrorism by politicians, and how the term has helped the USA in particular in recent decades to create
an abstract image of an enemy that facilitates military interventions.
The General Debate on Narco-Terrorism
The original term Narco-Terrorism was coined in 1983 by former Peruvian president Belaunde Terry, who used
it to refer to orchestrated attacks by organized crime groups (OCG) on anti-narcotics law enforcement agents
in his country.[17] Since then, the term has been used to describe FARC-EP’s terrorist attacks in Colombia and
has become part of broader academic debates in which the term has also included other terrorist organizations
and even governments participating in drug trafficking to reach political goals.[18] Combs & Slann defined
Narco-Terrorism in their encyclopedia of terrorism as an “alliance between drug producers and an insurgent
group carrying out terrorist attacks”.[19] Another definition focusing on DTOs and their violent behavior
describes Narco-Terrorism as the “use of terror tactics by the narco-traffickers and drug lords to protect their
illegal business”.[20] Other definitions have highlighted the involvement of terrorist organizations and insurgent groups in drug trafficking for financial survival and the funding of terrorist attacks.[21] Some authors
have chosen comparative approaches to point out similarities between DTOs and terrorist organizations. Lee
controversially concluded that both types of organizations only differ in their motives, which are political
for terrorist organizations and profit-orientated for DTOs.[22] The dual use of the term Narco-Terrorism to
describe both the drug traffickers’ use of terrorist tactics on the one hand and the involvement of terrorist or
insurgent groups in drug trafficking to fund their attacks on the other hand has caused a high level of confusion that was concisely summarized by Schmid: “The vague narco-terrorism formula with its implicit call to
fuse the ‘war on drugs’ and the ‘war on terror’ might offer a misleading intellectual roadmap to address the
problem of terrorism”.[23] Miller and Damask further criticized Narco-Terrorism as a “political myth based
on a stereotypic view of the Andean drug trade, peasant insurgency and the relationships between them”.[24]
Criticizing the consequences of attributing Narco-Terrorism on DTOs or terrorist groups, Gomis argued that
“this simplistic label often overestimates the importance of the drug trade in funding terrorism, and the use
of terrorist tactics by drug traffickers”.[25] In summary, the general debate on Narco-Terrorism has produced
two different types of the phenomenon: criminal organizations using terrorist tactics to secure or expand their
illicit business and insurgent organizations, terrorist groups, or governments involved in drug trafficking to
achieve their political goals. Both types of Narco-Terrorism can be applied to many organizations that are not
limited to specific countries or regions.
To provide an overview of possible connections between organized crime and terrorism and to take a broader
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perspective on the topic, Makarenko[26] presented a plausible illustration of the Crime-Terror Continuum.
She identified seven forms that a criminal or terrorist organization can take between the ends of organized
crime and terrorism. Most of the forms in this continuum can be connected to the debate on Narco-Terrorism. The definitions of Narco-Terrorism presented above show that the general debate has covered most of
the continuum. The involvement of terrorist groups in “criminal activities for operational purposes”[27] has
been examined, but the “use of terror tactics for operational purposes”[28] by OCGs. Phillips[29] also pointed
out the general differences between criminal organizations and (violent) political organizations. To analyze
motivations and external influences on both types of organizations, he distinguished between incentives and
market.[30] While political organizations offer their members purposive incentives, criminal organizations offer material incentives.[31] The market that influences both types of organizations is the illicit goods market for
criminal organizations while for political organizations that market consists of ideas and public opinion.[32]
Both discussions about incentives and markets for both types of organizations can often be found in the debates
on Narco-Terrorism, which are outlined hereafter.
Narco-Terrorism in Mexico
Despite the wide-ranging criticism and lack of clarity concerning how Narco-Terrorism should be defined and
used in academia, many studies have employed the term to describe the violent behavior of criminal cartels in
Mexico and their public displays of excessive brutality. As the Mexican cartels gained strength, some researchers were unsatisfied by just classifying them as purely criminal organizations, as these concepts did not seem to
suit these groups anymore while the usual countermeasures had also been proven ineffective.
One of the earliest studies that put Mexican cartels in the context of the debate about Narco-Terrorism was
conducted by Knowles. He argued that Mexican cartels serve as the prime example of contemporary Narco-Terrorism, a term he defined as the “organized employment of violence against the local populace, the security forces and government to intimidate anyone contemplating resistance to drug trafficking”.[33] During the
same year, Longmire and Longmire suggested a classification of cartels as terrorist organizations on the ground
that “tactics, strategy, organization, and even (to a limited extent) the goals of the Mexican drug cartels are
perfectly consistent with those of recognized terrorist organizations”.[34] This view was shared by other studies
that argued that the developments in Mexico had led to a struggle for territorial control between cartels and
the state and between individual cartels, “resulting in an unprecedented escalation of drug-related violence that
qualifies as narcoterrorism”.[35] While Haupt arrived at similar conclusions about the classification of Mexican
cartels he emphasizes one key similarity between cartels and terrorist organizations: both “oppose nation-state
sovereignty”[36]. He also identified one important difference, namely that “profit is the driving force behind a
DTO, whereas terrorist organizations have political or ideological motivations”.[37]

Political Motivation and Violent Communication
The key difference regarding the motivations of DTOs and terrorist organizations pervades nearly every indepth comparison. While some argue that it preludes classifying the cartels’ excessive use of violence as part
of public displays as (Narco-)Terrorism, others point out that there are forms of terrorism that are neither politically nor ideologically driven and that some cartels have become to a certain extent politicized. Most of the
later discussion concerning whether the cartels’ violence qualifies as (Narco-) Terrorism or not revolves around
this academic debate.
Academics such as Williams[38], Shirk and Wallman[39], and Beittel[40] focused on the lack of ideology or
political goals of cartels, which they saw as a criterion that excluded cartel-violence from being classified as
(Narco-)Terrorism. The line of argumentation that terrorism is not necessarily based on political or ideological
motives was summarized by Meschoulam[41], who draws on the extensive review on definitions of terrorism
by Schmid and Jongman[42]. He argues that prior studies have shown that “motivation is mentioned in ap-
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proximately 65% of definitions”[43] of terrorism and that many researchers have broadened their definitions
of terrorism and added economic incentives to the types of motivations thereof. Meschoulam notes that the
“line between economics and politics becomes blurred”[44] in the Mexican context and classifies cartel-related
violence as “quasi-terrorist acts”.[45]
Some researchers have acknowledged an existing lack of clear political or ideological goals held by the cartels
but have also argued that their public display of violence is like that of terrorist organizations. Phillips and
Ríos[46] published a study focusing on these so-called Narco-Messages, as part of which they also outlined a
new theoretical framework to explain the professionalized violent communication of Mexican cartels. In this
context, Garcia-Cervantes[47] presented an approach of using participatory visual methods to analyze forms
of cartel-related violent communications carried out by Mexican cartels. Although she advocated the collection
of data on violence as part of her approach, Garcia-Cervantes recognized that this approach could endanger
participants.[48] Campbell argues that what he considers to be Narco-Propaganda, is the “quasi-ideological
expression of criminal organizations”[49] and that Mexican cartels “should therefore be treated analytically as
political entities and their narco-propaganda as powerful new form of political discourse”.[50] This also makes
it possible to classify their publicly communicated violence as terrorism. As a form of signature or to disseminate a message, most Mexican cartels leave different symbols next to their victims or prepare them in a specific
way to communicate publicly through these.[51] These messages serve to intimidate rival cartels, politicians,
law enforcement agencies, and Mexican civilians as well as to indicate territorial control over a certain area.[52]
Regarding the rapidly increasing brutality of narco-messages through violence, the media plays an important
role, as it gives “more airtime to stories about exceptional brutality”.[53] Since such messages can in most cases
be assigned to a specific cartel, many studies discussed the symbolic character of the cartels’ violence.[54] Etter
and Lehmuth also referred to the public and symbolic character of Mexican cartel-related violence to argue
that it is justified to classify it as a form of terrorism.[55]
An argument against the classification of cartel-related violence as terrorism was presented by Kan, who uses
the common counterargument of the cartels lacking a necessary ideology while also arguing that “less than
ten percent of the deaths in Mexico have been agents of the state”[56] and that the “majority of violence is
generated between and within cartels”.[57] Kan concludes that the number of state-related victims would be
significantly higher if an insurgency by cartels against the Mexican state were to take place.[58] Like Kan, Lessing chose an empirical approach, whereby he created categories to classify the violence of DTOs in Colombia
(1986–93), Brazil (2007–11), and Mexico (2008–11).[59] His findings showed that statistically “terror tactics
[…] were indeed far more prominent in Colombia than Mexico or Brazil”.[60]
Terrorism as a Tactic
One line of research focuses solely upon the violent behavior of Mexican cartels without directly classifying
them as terrorist organizations, nor labeling their members as terrorists in a traditional sense. The focus of
these studies is on the use of tactics and whether they fulfill the criteria to be classified as being of a terrorist
nature. Curran[61] uses a definition of terrorism which includes nonpolitical terrorism and argues that “the
fact cartels systematically employ violence for the express purpose of intimidating or coercing particular segments of the Mexican population provides strong evidence that these organizations are, in fact, engaging in
terrorism”.[62] Mullins and Wither point in a similar direction as they claim that “organized crime groups
also utilize tactics of terrorism when it suits their purposes”.[63] According to Shaw and Mahadevan[64], the
use of excessive violence and symbolic killings can also be a strategy used by the cartels to gain control over
towns and villages in Mexico. To achieve their goal of gaining and holding territorial control, Mexican cartels
have “developed an extensive in-house terrorism capacity”.[65] Furthermore, Duran-Martinez has shown that
cartel-related “violence becomes visible and frequent when trafficking organizations compete and the state
security apparatus is fragmented”.[66]
Phillips[67] claims that there have been prior cases where criminal organizations have adopted terrorist tactics, meaning that the phenomenon is not entirely new, but that “the violence in Mexico is relatively unique
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for its scale”.[68] In his study, Phillips describes “bombings, violent communication, and attacks against politicians”[69] as terrorist tactics that have not only been adopted by Mexican cartels, but also by criminal organizations in Brazil, Colombia, Italy, and Russia. Martin conducted similar research in his comparative analysis on
criminal dissident terrorism, which included Abu Sayyaf, the Tamil Tigers, as well as Italian organized crime,
the Russian mafia, and many others, whereby just Mexican and Colombian DTOs’ uses of violence were classified as Narco-Terrorism.[70] Campbell and Hansen described three dimensions of Narco-Terrorism. They
identify its use in a “struggle for regional political control”[71], as a “practice ordered by cartel leaders”[72] to
avoid “spontaneous violence by foot soldiers”[73] and as an “expansion strategy from solely drug trafficking to
other kinds of organized crime”.[74] Salt further states that “cartels can be said to have a dual nature”[75], as
“sometimes they act like terrorists in terms of their operational and tactical level behavior, and the rest of the
time they act as businessmen”.[76] He concludes that the “lines between terrorism and crime become blurred
in practice”.[77]

The Concept of a Criminal Insurgency
Throughout the debate concerning how to categorize Mexican cartels regarding their territorial control, their
professional armament, and their evolving public use of violence in large quantities, the term Criminal Insurgency has become increasingly popular in the academic field. While other slightly different conceptions of this
phenomenon, such as Commercial Insurgency[78] and Narco-Insurgency[79] have also been acknowledged,
Criminal Insurgency remained the most referred to, and vividly discussed, conceptual framework in debates
on Mexican cartels. Most of the works that have endorsed this term and sharpened the concept behind it have
been published by Bunker and Sullivan. Academics like Correa-Carbrera[80] and investigative journalists like
Hernández[81], Osoro[82], or Grillo[83] provided extensive and deep insights into Mexican cartels’ strategies and dynamics of violence and thereby helped to further improve the concept. This debate, too, did not
take place exclusively between academics. In 2010, the then–US Secretary of State, Hillary Rodham Clinton,
described the situation in Mexico with regard to organized crime as “what we would consider an insurgency”.
[84] Felipe Calderón, with his military approach against the cartels, thought similarly to Clinton. However, his
successor, Enrique Peña Nieto, (EPN) deviated from this strategy. EPN also opposed negotiating with cartel
leaders but wanted to strengthen the police forces to counter the cartels through law enforcement.[85] The
approaches of both presidents have been extensively reviewed in Fazio’s “Estado de emergencia: De la guerra
de Calderón a la guerra de Peña Nieto”.[86] Both approaches to Nieto’s successor Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador (AMLO) deviated even further from the military approach.[87] He promised social change that would
curb organized crime in Mexico. AMLO’s approach refuses to treat the situation in Mexico as an insurgency or
view cartels as terrorist organizations. However, it has also become the subject of considerable criticism.[88]
Although most of the scientific publications on criminal insurgency are focused on Mexico, the concept has
also been applied in other cases, such as the Brazilian Comando Vermelho[89] or conflicts in the Niger Delta,
which were referred to as Petro-Insurgency.[90]
Outline and Context of the Concept
The initial publication that proposed the term Criminal Insurgency as a conceptual framework was put together by Sullivan and Elkus.[91] They built their argument upon Metz’s[92] work, who argued that 21st-century
insurgent movements do not necessarily need political reasons to exist nor make ideological demands, but will
try to weaken the state they operate in and “provide utilitarian social goods, form narratives of power and rebellion and act as ‘post-modern social bandits’ to gain support and legitimacy within their own organizations
and the geographic areas they control”.[93]
As Bunker[94] puts it, the controversy surrounding the existence or nonexistence Criminal Insurgencies in
both the Mexican and/or other contexts can be split into modernist and postmodernist academic factions.
From a modernist perspective, OCGs cannot be motivated by political or ideological goals. They compete with
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other OCGs for dominance in illicit markets and do not target nation-states.[95] As these groups should not
be considered as insurgent movements or terrorist organizations, they are best combatted by law enforcement,
rather than by military means.[96] From a postmodernist point of view, OCGs can directly target the state,
challenge it effectively and create “areas of impunity”[97] to freely engage in illicit trade or in influencing and
extorting civil society.[98] The question of whether these groups are formally politicized or not is answered
by their de facto politicization, as they oppose state sovereignty by creating areas in which they can withdraw
from legal prosecution and in this regard become similar to localized warlords.[99] Proponents of Criminal
Insurgency include military responses in their sets of recommendations.[100]
Sullivan[101] also presented a framework to differentiate between levels of criminal insurgencies. He defines
local insurgencies as being the first level, whereby a criminal group tries to create areas of impunity to maximize
its profit. The second level is characterised by the term battle for the parallel state, whereby criminal groups
fight for control over specific areas. The third level is defined by the term combating the state, whereby criminal
groups directly target state officials to intimidate them and/or retaliate for offensives made against them. The
fourth and last level of a Criminal Insurgency is reached when the state implodes, which means that the state is
incapable of responding to the criminality and violence conducted by criminal groups.[102] The possibility of
this last scenario was particularly discussed by Grayson[103] and Morton.[104]
The participating violent non-state actors in a Criminal Insurgency can in most cases be described as criminal gangs or cartels. Bunker and Sullivan[105] introduced a new typology for criminal cartels that includes
three different phases a cartel can be in. A 1st Phase Cartel is defined as an aggressive competitor, one which
takes criminal activities to a professional level with high scales of profit that are in many cases derived from
drug trafficking. The model is exemplified by Pablo Escobar’s Medellín cartel. A 2nd Phase Cartel is described
as being a subtle co-opter, one that seeks invisibility for its more advanced criminal activities; it also works in a
network-based rather than in a hierarchical manner. Its structure partially stems from historical experiences,
whereby the hierarchically structured Medellín cartel directly attacked the Colombian state and fell apart after
the hunt and death of Pablo Escobar. The clustered leadership of this type of cartel makes countermeasures
against it complicated. Examples for this type of cartel are the Colombian Cali cartel and many of the Mexican
drug cartels. A 3rd Phase Cartel is characterised as being a Criminal State Successor. It successfully challenges the
state for territorial control and poses a threat to its sovereignty. Such a cartel has not developed yet, but Bunker[106] argues that hybrid forms of the 2nd and 3rd phases can be found in the Mexican Criminal Insurgency.
Although the term Criminal Insurgency is one of the most commonly used phrases in the debate about Mexican cartels and their struggle for territorial control accompanied by rapidly increasing violence, similar terms
have also gained attention. The popularity of the term Criminal Insurgency may derive from its elaborated and
broad conceptual basis, whereas studies that introduced and employed other terms focused on one or more
specific factors related to Mexican politics, the cartels, or the dynamics of violence. For instance, in the case of
Narco-Insurgency, Brands[107] and Yeh[108] focused on the topic of widespread corruption in Mexico, which
continues to result in recurring failures in fighting the cartels. The expression Commercial Insurgency was
coined by Metz, who described it as a “quasi-political distortion of materialism”[109], which is dedicated to the
acquisition of wealth and often determined by geography. Palma[110] adopted this concept and declared the
profit-motivated nature of Mexican cartels to be one of the most important factors while the cartels’ establishment of transnational networks and the expansion of their military capacities enables them to continue with
their criminal activities, even though the Mexican state responds with counter-insurgency measures. Fitzpatrick[111] applied the concept Commercial Insurgency to the Los Zetas cartel and proved it to be a reliable tool
for the analysis of Mexican cartels. However, he also pointed out that a counter-insurgency framework based
on the concept still needs to be developed.
Those criticizing the application of the concept of Criminal Insurgency to the Mexican case argue whether the
cartels and the country meet the elaborated characteristics of an insurgency.[112] Corcoran also claimed that
“traditional insurgency depends on a coherent alternative to the government”[113], thus presenting another
key difference, namely that cartels “spend more time alienating hearts and minds than winning them”.[114]
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Shirk[115] referred to the key difference that Mexican cartels are not politically motivated and therefore should
not be considered insurgent movements, nor terrorists. Shirk and Wallman concluded that a “distortion of definitions and typologies leads to imprecise analysis, inaccurate conclusions, and potentially harmful policies”.
[116]
Mexican Cartels as Political Entities
As shown in the previous debate about Narco-Terrorism, political motivation plays a crucial role in the classification of Mexican cartels as terrorist organizations. The same applies to designating Mexican cartels as
insurgent movements and to describing Mexico’s condition as a Criminal Insurgency, due to the traditional
conceptions of insurgencies and insurgent movements as ones whose central motives are political or ideological.[117] The debate on Criminal Insurgency in Mexico is therefore also dominated by discussions about the
politicization of the cartels and the necessity and the general importance of political motives and ideologies
for insurgent movements. Various studies conducted research on the interdependent relationship between
Mexican politics and the dynamics of cartel-related violence.[118] Barnes has focused specifically on the relationship between politics and criminal violence, arguing that the study of violence of criminal organizations
should be more integrated into research on political violence since the criminal organizations to which Barnes
referred in his study openly compete with the state they operate in, which “heightened levels of violence in
many contexts and allowed these organizations to gather significant political authority”.[119]
As also shown in the debate on narco-terrorism, most Mexican cartels employ terrorist tactics to evoke fear
among their rivals, civil society, and Mexican politicians. In the context of the politicization of cartels, violent
communication becomes particularly relevant if the disseminated messages follow an ideology. The cartel Los
Caballeros Templarios de Michoacán (Knights Templar) is arguably the most politicized cartel in Mexico. Its
propaganda contains large amounts of evangelical messages and political motives.[120] The Knights Templar’s
ideology has been described as Narco-Evangelicalism[121], which can be seen as a spiritual movement with
political motivations[122]. However, its members have also been described as pseudo-Christian cultists who
declared the former leader of the La Familia Michoacán Cartel Nazario Moreno González their saint.[123]
For Sullivan[124], communication via excessive violence is only one part of the propaganda efforts employed
by Mexican cartels, especially the Knights Templar. In addition, roadblocks (narcobloqueos), public banners
(narcomantas), graffiti (narcopintas), demonstrations (manefestacions) and communiqués (narcomensajes) are
professionally used to show strength and claim territorial control.[125] The Knights Templar Cartel has also
been discussed in the context of social banditry, whereby “criminals portray themselves as heroically fighting
against an unjust system”.[126] The cartel continuously tries to create and manipulate narratives about it, the
state and other cartels, to legitimize criminal and violent behavior and enhance political and social control.
[127]
Following Grynkewich[128], who argued that several insurgent movements provide social services to enhance
support and sympathy for the group and to take away legitimacy from the state the group operates in, Flanigan[129] showed – in comparison to Middle Eastern terrorist organizations – that some cartels like the Knights
Templar provide social services as a strategy to gain acceptance and create loyalty in their local communities.
In a subsequent study, Flanigan[130] covered the full scope of the Knights Templar’s provision of social services and their involvement in territorial governance. While most cartels provide very limited and short-term
support for civil society (giveaways of toys, food or clothes), the Knights Templar engage more extensively in
the provision of social services, such as offering low-interest loans and running several rehabilitation centers
for drug addicts.[131]
If the lack of politicization is one of the few things that excludes cartels from being classified as insurgent
movements, the involvement of the Knights Templar in administrative or governmental activities becomes
increasingly significant, since the group challenges the state, not only militarily, but also in terms of legitimacy
when replacing governmental functions.[132] For instance, it was proven that the cartel regulates the price of
agricultural products, gives out licenses for foresting activities, grants permits for festivals and other events,
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and also established a parallel justice system with its own criminal investigations, prosecution, jurisdiction
and execution of judgments.[133] Chard claims that political motivations do not only take place on a level of
strategic considerations but that some of the formerly strong cartels are “now split by policy”.[134] A study that
partially conducted research on cartel-governance in Mexico also found that cartels behave in a more friendly
manner towards citizens the more their territorial control is secured.[135] As well as the Knights Templar Cartel, the Sinaloa Cartel is also working on its public perception by building schools, hospitals, and other forms
of infrastructure in its territories. This is making the cartel quite popular so that many young people want to
become part of the cartel.[136]
In addition to the provision of social services, the development of a so-called Narcocultura, which is described
as a popular Mexican cultural movement that has been “built upon the aesthetics, personalities, and history
of the drug war”[137], is partially responsible for the popularity of some cartels, their leaders and crimes they
commit. Some academics claim that the popularity of cartel leaders can partially be traced back to popular
Mexican rebels, such as Emiliano Zapata Salazar, one of the leaders of the Mexican revolution - the person after
whom the so-called Zapatista movement was named, which fought the Mexican state in the 1990s and which
still makes political demands.[138] The glorification of cartel leaders in films and music and the popularity of
spiritual figures like Santa Muerte and Jesús Malverde, a drug trafficker’s saint, are also key factors for the establishment of a Narcocultura.[139] Along with aspects of social banditry, the promotion of spiritual figures that
are connected with drug trafficking or death and a popular culture that glorifies drug cartels and their leaders
are among the sophisticated strategies used by Mexican cartels to gain support from civil society to boost their
political power and legitimacy.[140]

The Future of the Narco-Terrorism Debate and the Concept of Criminal Insurgency
The future developments of Mexico’s cartels and the dynamics of their violence against one other, the state and
civil society, remain very uncertain and hard to predict. The conceptual debates about Narco-Terrorism and
Criminal Insurgency and future developments of the Mexican cartels are mutually dependent. If the cartels
intensify their engagement in shaping Mexican politics, targeting politicians and state institutions, and replacing functions of the state to gain support and legitimacy among civil society, the future of Mexico will be more
defined by insurgency than by organized crime. If the cartels step back from engaging in these fields, advocates
of traditional law enforcement will argue that cartels are best fought with measures from the toolkit of countering organized crime. Mexico’s future will depend on the success or failure of the state’s responses to the cartels
and if the government chooses approaches from counterinsurgency or counterterrorism or if it will rely on
recommendations that support strengthening Mexican law enforcement over military approaches. Both sides
have influential advocates and opponents in politics and science.
Recent developments indicate that Mexican civilians actively participate in fighting the cartels for various reasons. The rise and establishment of private militias (policia popular) in Mexico to fight the cartels and their
partial success show the important role that civil society can play in fighting organized crime.[141] Regional
ethnic autonomy institutions also challenged the cartels and tried to protect areas that were highly affected by
organized crime.[142] However, the Mexican government has yet to develop a coherent response to these militias and decide if or how these groups should be addressed in its strategy to counter the cartels.[143]
Future developments in Mexico are also dependent on the dynamics of conflicts between cartels. Most of the
cartels have diversified the fields of their criminal activity from solely drug trafficking to other forms of profitable illicit businesses.[144] One of the most recent shifts in the modus operandi of the cartels has been toward a
major engagement in fuel-theft.[145] This shift has led to changes in inter-cartel conflicts since it has partially
relocated from the United States-Mexico border to the center of the country, where mainly two cartels – the
CSRL and the CJNG – fight for dominance in this field.[146] After succeeding the Sinaloa cartel as the strongest cartel with the highest military capacity, the CJNG will continue to play a key role in the future of debates
concerning whether concepts from terrorism, insurgency, or conflict studies apply to Mexican cartels.[147]
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These debates, in part, will partially be shaped by the future behavior of the CJNG and other strong cartels,
especially and if they become as politicized as the Knights Templar and continue to utilize terrorist tactics to
violently communicate with chosen audiences.
Conclusion
The objective of this Literature Review was to give a comprehensive overview of the research that has been conducted on classifying Mexican cartel-related violence as Narco-Terrorism. Several studies suggest that Mexico
is currently experiencing a Criminal Insurgency. This literature review aimed to present the arguments of both
advocates and critics of the concepts of Narco-Terrorism and Criminal Insurgency.
It has been shown that the original debate on Narco-Terrorism arose in South America and led to some confusion due to its ambiguity. Narco-Terrorism was used to characterize DTOs’ use of terrorist tactics to protect their
illicit businesses on the one hand, but also to describe terrorist groups that participated in drug trafficking to
fund terrorist attacks or to ensure their financial survival. Therefore, some criticized the term Narco-Terrorism
for merging the War on Drugs and the War on Terror, something that could lead to misguided conclusions as to
how to respond to both DTOs and terrorist groups appropriately. The debate on Narco-Terrorism relocated to
Mexico in approximately 2008 when some authors began to claim that the strategies, tactics, and organizational structures of some Mexican cartels were nearly identical to those of some terrorist organizations. However,
in the ensuing debate about Narco-Terrorism in Mexico, many researchers argued that the cartels were lacking
any form of ideology or political motivation, thus excluding them from being considered terrorists.
The need to have ideological reasons or a political motive to commit terrorist attacks then became the main
subject of the discussion about Narco-Terrorism. Some stated that only 65% of definitions of terrorism even
include what motivates terrorist groups, while other proponents of Narco-Terrorism argued that the publicly
displayed violence of Mexican cartels serves them as Narco-Propaganda and that they should, therefore, be
treated as political entities. Critics responded to the aforesaid arguments by stating that the main targets of
Mexican cartels have so far not been civilians or state officials, but members of rival cartels. They argued that
not all terrorist groups violently compete with one another and that confrontation with other terrorist groups
is never their main goal. Since the theoretical debates about Narco-Terrorism in Mexico did not leave much
space to argue, many studies described public cartel-related violence as terrorist tactics employed by cartels
and avoided classifying cartels as terrorist organizations. In this context, some argued that some OCGs, like the
Italian or Russian Mafia, also employed terrorist tactics, but were not classified as terrorist groups.
The concept of the existence of a state of Criminal Insurgency in Mexico divided those analyzing the cartels into
two main factions, which Bunker called modernists and postmodernists. While modernists argue that OCGs
do not develop political goals nor challenge the state directly and are best met by law enforcement, the postmodernist view is built upon the assumption that 21st-century insurgent movements do not necessarily need
political motivation. From this perspective, many cartels are de facto politicized, because they oppose the sovereignty of the state, thus becoming threats to national security that must be dealt with by military force. When
proponents of the existence of a Criminal Insurgency in Mexico elaborated the concept, they presented three
levels thereof, namely a state of local insurgency, a battle for the parallel state, and a final stage where the state
implodes. In addition, they presented ideal types of three different generations of cartels. A first-generation cartel was given the description aggressive competitor and was exemplified by the Medellín Cartel. A second-generation cartel is a subtle co-opter that has learned from the decline of the Medellín Cartel, as illustrated by the Cali
Cartel. A third-generation cartel is a criminal state successor, a type of cartel that is at present merely fictional
but that has partially developed in Mexico. Critics of the concept of Criminal Insurgency claimed that for a state
of insurgency to exist, movements or organizations must offer a coherent alternative to the government, which
Mexican cartels do not. They also argued that, in contrast to many known insurgent movements, Mexican cartels do not try to win the hearts and minds of civil society.
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The debate about Criminal Insurgency then went in a similar direction as the one on Narco-Terrorism. This
led to many studies analyzing the goal and impact of Narco-Messages as well as to studies on the politicization of some cartels. Studies on cartel banners, graffiti, demonstrations, communiqués, and the preparation
of victims bearing a cartel’s signature argued that such Narco-Messages are intended to show the strength of
a certain cartel or to claim territorial control. Studies on the politicization of Mexican cartels have concluded
that the Knights Templar Cartel is one of the most politicized, spreading evangelical messages and openly communicating its political goals and perceptions of justice. Some even described the cartel as a spiritual or occult
movement with political motivations. Some cartels sophistically try to manipulate narratives about themselves
by using spiritual figures of a Mexican Narcocultura-background. They also offer social services like low-interest loans to portray themselves as social bandits to gain legitimacy and greater support from civil society. The
cartels’ usurpation of some traditional state functions indicates that they partially seek to replace the state in
their territories. This could strengthen those who argue in favor of the existence of politicized Mexican cartels
and therefore a Criminal Insurgency, trying to provide an alternative to the Mexican state.
The future of both the Narco-Terrorism and Criminal Insurgency debates will partially depend on the future
behavior of the Mexican state as well as the one of certain cartels. For instance, the Mexican government needs
to decide how it is going to handle the development of civil militias fighting the cartels. These vigilante groups
may represent a chance to effectively counter the cartels but they lack legitimacy. If one cartel becomes more
powerful than the others and develops political motivations, the advocates of the existence of a Criminal Insurgency in Mexico will become stronger in the academic debate. The CJNG cartel, with its strong military
capabilities, is currently one of the best candidates to become the dominant cartel in Mexico. Since academic
debates on the topic have partially shaped actual responses to Mexican cartels in the past, researchers should
be aware of the potential influence their studies can have. What makes the debates on Narco-Terrorism and
Criminal Insurgency special is the multidisciplinary nature of the various perspectives.[148] The possibility that contributions can come from Terrorism Studies, Insurgency Studies, Peace and Conflict Studies, and
Criminology is theoretically fruitful for finding more adequate solutions to the crisis presented by the presence
and power of organized crime groups in Mexico.
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